
 
 

 
 

 

STAFF REPORT 
 
 
SUBJECT: Measure A Strategic Plan 
 
MEETING DATE: December 17, 2009 AGENDA ITEM: 8  
 
STAFF CONTACT: Jim Kemp, Steve VanDenburgh, Gregg Hart 
 
RECOMMENDATION:   
 
Approve recommendations of TTAC and Measure A Citizens Oversight Committee to include 
cash flow scenario 2F in the draft Strategic Plan.   
 
SUMMARY: 
 
The PB consulting team has been preparing and evaluating various cash flow scenarios to be 
used in preparing a draft Measure A strategic plan.  The scenarios, which have been developed 
with input from TTAC, Citizen’s Oversight Committee and the SBCAG North and South 
Subregional Committees include different assumptions regarding delivery of Measure A 
projects, availability and source of required matching funds, etc.  The TTAC and Citizen’s 
Oversight Committee met in a joint meeting on December 3rd and voted to recommend that the 
board approve cash flow scenario 2F.  Board approval for this scenario is being sought by staff 
so that the consulting team can proceed with preparation of a draft strategic plan for adoption by 
the board in February or March.   
 
Scenario 2F ensures that allocations of Measure A funds to local agencies and transit operators 
are made annually.  It also ensures that the 101 HOV widening project is given the region’s 
highest priority by setting aside SBCAG’s non-measure matching funds that are required to 
deliver the project on the earliest possible schedule.  All of the projects specified in Measure A 
can be delivered within the 30 year term, but this will require substantial commitments of 
matching funds including STIP, RSTP and local development impact fees as well as aggressive 
advocacy efforts to secure state and federal discretionary funding.  The cash flow model shows 
that the three major programs identified the Measure A Investment Plan (North, South and 101 
HOV project) would each receive the required funding levels.   Because of the economic 
recession and the need for large amounts of matching funds, not all of the Measure A projects 
can be delivered in the early years and the strategic plan establishes priorities for project 
delivery schedules.   
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
Over the last six months, the Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) team has prepared seven financially 
constrained Measure A strategic plan cash flow scenarios that were reviewed by TTAC, the 
Citizens Oversight Committee, the board and its subcommittees.  At the board meeting, the PB 
team will present Scenario 2F which TTAC and the Citizens Oversight Committee 
recommended at a joint meeting on December 3 be included by the board in the Strategic Plan. 
 



  

The development of the various cash flow scenarios has highlighted the key tradeoffs 
associated with meeting the project delivery commitments in the Measure A investment plan.  
These tradeoffs include: 
 

 Providing annual allocations off the top for local agencies and transit;  
 Delivering the 101 HOV project when ready as the region’s highest priority project; 
 Delivering other named projects (especially those dependent on matching funds); and  
 Creating reserve capacity for new projects not in Measure A. 

 
All scenarios developed by PB assume that approximately 78% of measure revenues collected 
annually will be distributed “off the top” to the following North and South programs: 
 

 Local Street and Transportation Improvements  
 Specialized Transit for Elderly and Disabled   
 Safe Routes to School, Bicycle and Pedestrian Programs 
 Carpool and Vanpool Program 
 Interregional Transit Programs 
 South Coast (MTD) Transit Operations & Capital Programs 
 Commuter & Passenger Rail Program 

 
The scenarios also assume that, due to the economic recession, Measure A annual revenues in 
2010 will be approximately $30 million, or $5 million below what was assumed in developing the 
investment plan.  Beginning in 2011/12, revenues would begin growing but would not reach $35 
million until Fiscal Year 2015/16.  Over the first five years of the program, this results in a 
reduction in Measure A funding of over $10 million compared to what was anticipated.  All 
scenarios also assume that no new STIP funding will be available in the 2010 and 2012 STIP 
programming cycles resulting in a reduction of $30 million in matching funds compared to what 
was expected to be available when the Investment Plan was drafted.  Altogether, this results in 
an approximately $40 million reduction in Measure A and matching revenues in the early years 
of the program.  Matching funds are critical to the delivery of the Measure A projects since 
revenues from Measure A will provide only about one-third of the funding needed to complete all 
projects in the investment plan.   Consequently, in the first five years, matching funds for 
“named” roadway projects are scarce.  Scenario 2F therefore gives priority to projects that don’t 
require STIP or RSTP matching funds from SBCAG to be delivered.  They are: 
 

 Hwy 101 Santa Maria River Bridge 
 Hwy 101 Union Valley Parkway Interchange 
 Hwy 166 Safety Improvements 
 Buellton Circulation Improvements 
 Solvang Circulation Improvements 
 Carpinteria Circulation Improvements 
 Guadalupe Circulation Improvements 
 Highway 246 Passing Lanes, Phase 1 
 Highway 246 Santa Ynez River Bridge, Phase 1 (feasibility study) 

 
This allows matching funds to accumulate in the early years of the program so that the Highway 
101 HOV widening project and the Linden\Casitas interchange project can be delivered starting 
in 2017 and 2015, respectively.  This is expected to be the earliest the 101 widening projects 
could be delivered based on the project development and construction schedules and the 
availability of matching funds.  The Linden\Casitas project includes elements that are 
prerequisites of widening Highway 101 so it is considered phase 3 of the widening project.  
Scenario 2F includes the qualifier that Regional Surface Transportation Program funds, which 



  

are one source of the matching funds for the 101 project, will be held in a reserve to be used 
only if efforts to secure funding from outside the county are not successful.    
 
TTAC also requested that Scenario 2F incorporate approximately $30 million in AB 1600 
Development Impact Fees as a revenue source for specific projects included in local agency AB 
1600 programs.  These are: 
 

 Hwy 101 McCoy Interchange 
 Hwy 101 Betteravia Interchange 
 Hwy 101 – Hwy 135 Interchange 
 Solvang Circulation Improvement 
 Buellton Circulation Improvement 
 Hwy 101 Goleta Overpass 

 
The schedule for delivering the AB 1600 funded projects are now dependent on factors beyond 
SBCAG’s control, including the pace of economic development that would contribute fees to the 
projects and the willingness of the local agencies to periodically adjust their fee rates to keep 
pace with the escalation costs of construction projects.  For the four highway projects, the 
availability of fees, and not a competition for matching funds with the 101 HOV project, will 
largely drive the schedule for these projects and determine if in future updates of the Strategic 
Plan the projects can advance if other projects are delayed or SBCAG receives a windfall of 
outside funding.  
 
Scenario 2F meets the Measure A distribution requirement over 30 years of 43.3% North 
County program, 43.3% South Coast program, and 13.4% Highway 101 HOV program.  It does 
this by utilizing a “cooperative model” approach whereby revenues are shared between the 
programs on an annual basis, so long as the distribution percentages required in the voter-
approved investment plan are met by the 30th and final year of Measure A.  It also relies on two 
bond issuances amounting to $110 million over 30 years to overcome cash flow shortfalls that 
occur because of the simultaneous delivery of large “named” highway projects and an  annual 
off-the-top payout of funds for local streets, bus and rail transit, carpool\vanpool, bike, ped, and 
safe routes programs.   With bond proceeds, the Measure A program’s year-end balance is 
positive through FY 2039/40. 

 
Review By Committees 
 
At a joint meeting of TTAC and the Citizens Oversight Committee on December 3, the 
committees made the following recommendations: 
 

1. Recommend the Board approve Scenario 2F. 
2. Recommend to the Board that SBCAG staff use state and federal lobbyists to maximize 

funding for the Highway 101 HOV project.  
3. Recommend to the Board that the strategic plan include a scenario with discussions, 

illustrations and evaluations for aggressive strategies to secure outside funding including 
the economic benefits to the county for an expedited 101 HOV project. 

 
The TTAC committee approved this recommendation 10-2.  Supporters were the cities of 
Lompoc, Buellton, Solvang, Santa Maria, Guadalupe, Carpinteria, Goleta, SBCAG staff, 
Caltrans, MTD.  The city of Santa Barbara and the County dissented.  The Citizens Oversight 
Committee approved the recommendation unanimously.  
 
The discussion at the meeting revolved around how to treat earmarked funding in the cash flow 
scenario.   



  

 
The dissenting point of view is that the scenario included in the Strategic Plan should assume 
that some amount of earmarked funding will be received for the 101 HOV project in the future 
and it is therefore not necessary to commit or reserve 100% of the STIP and RSTP funds in the 
early years of the program as matching funds for project, as Scenario 2F does.  They hold that 
there is a near certainty that earmarks will be received, so it is not a matter of if they will be 
received, but only how much.  The proponents of this point of view suggest that perhaps $50 
million to $150 million in earmarks not-yet-secured should be included in the Strategic Plan in 
lieu of accumulating a like amount of matching funds.  The matching funds should instead be 
distributed as they are received, to deliver projects not in Measure A, such as rural road projects 
in the unincorporated area.  Without matching funds, the proponents of this perspective say, the 
County would be unable to make non-federal matches on federally funded rural road and bridge 
projects.  The 10+ years that these matching funds would be unavailable for local uses is too 
long, and the impact on local transportation systems too great, and there are other priority 
projects that are not included in Measure A that need to use RSTP and STIP funding.       
 
The recommendation of the PB team, SBCAG staff, TTAC and the Citizens Oversight 
Committee is that the scenario should not reflect earmarks to be sought for the Highway 101 
HOV project as if they are a secure source of revenue, like Measure A or STIP and STP funds 
that are apportioned to SBCAG from programs authorized by state and federal statute.  The 
latter funding sources are established and predictable.  Earmarks are often sought outside the 
authorization process and they are highly speculative.  Receipt of an earmark is dependent on 
the willingness or ability of congressional representatives to pursue the funding, the political 
climate in Washington and the perceived public tolerance for earmarking funds, competition for 
earmarks nationally, within a congressional district, and even from other projects within the 
same county.   By assuming not-yet-secured funds in the cash flow, there is the risk that the 
STIP or RSTP funds that would have been accumulated as a match for the 101 project could be 
spent on non-measure projects before it is learned whether the earmark request is successful.  
At that point, the delivery of a project or the entire program could be jeopardized, especially if 
the earmark amount assumed was substantial.   
 
The concern of the PB team and SBCAG staff is that Scenario 2F should not add any more risk 
of this sort by treating earmarks as a secured revenue source.  It already includes a reasonable 
amount of project funding and schedule risk because it includes AB 1600 fees that are beyond 
the SBCAG board’s control and the 101 HOV project will require $150 million in interregional 
STIP funding that is allocated to projects by the California Transportation Commission on a 
discretionary basis.  Projects from around the state compete for interregional STIP, many from 
regions that have two or three times the daily traffic that 101 has in our county, and the current 
demands for funding exceed the program capacity by billions of dollars.  Nonetheless, Highway 
101 is one of only two highways connecting the L.A. basin to the Bay Area and Sacramento 
region and has merit as an interregional project.  We can maximize our chances of getting 
funding from this program by showing a rock solid local commitment to the project and mounting 
an aggressive advocacy strategy.  First, we need to include it in our sales tax program (done).  
Second, we need to commit to it discretionary matching funds we control to close shortfalls 
and\or fund the balance that measure and interregional STIP funds won’t (ie.,  from predictable, 
established sources such as STIP/RSTP). Third, we need to get it ready for delivery and 
schedule it for construction as soon as our cash flow analysis shows we can accumulate 
measure and matching funds.   If we do all of these things, SBCAG staff and the PB team are 
confident that with persistent pressure by Caltrans, SBCAG, our state legislators, and the state 
lobbyists recommended by TTAC, our project will bubble to the top and receive interregional 
STIP funding.  If we were to include in our Strategic Plan a $50 - $150 million not-yet-secured 
federal earmark as a funding source for the HOV project as some TTAC members requested 
during the December 3 meeting, and back out our regional STIP and RSTP matching funds, 
SBCAG staff is concerned the 101 would be treated like a “pretender project” in Sacramento 



  

and we would be told come back when we have shored up our financial plan.  Under the 
guidelines of the STIP, a project with a financial plan that relies on revenues not-yet-secured is 
viewed as a project with a shortfall and projects with a shortfall cannot be programmed in the 
STIP.  We would essentially make ourselves ineligible for this critical funding source until we 
actually had the earmarked funding in-hand. 
 
Instead, the recommendation approved by TTAC and the Citizens Oversight Committee would 
have SBCAG aggressively pursue funding sources from outside the county, such as earmarks 
or other nationally competitive funding, and when the funds are secured, the Strategic Plan cash 
flow will be updated to reflect the funds received.  At that time, the Board will have the option of 
reducing the matching fund amounts committed and reserved for the 101 HOV project, and 
redirecting the funds to accelerate other projects in the program, or to fund projects not in the 
program.  The third recommendation made to the board by TTAC and the Citizens Oversight 
Committee is to include a discussion in the Strategic Plan describing what changes could be 
made to the Strategic Plan at the time the earmark is secured.  For example, estimate the 
number of years the 101 HOV project and\or other measure projects could be accelerated, the 
resulting reduction in escalation which would in turn free up matching funds that could 
accelerate other projects in the program or be used to fund non-measure projects, and the 
overall economic benefits that would accrue to the county with an expedited 101 project.  This 
scenario would effectively serve as motivation for SBCAG to aggressively pursue earmarks by 
demonstrating how the concerns of the dissenting voices on TTAC, and members of the 
Citizens Oversight Committee that want the 101 HOV project to be delivered even sooner, could 
potentially be addressed if a sizable earmark is actually secured.  The third recommendation 
would not require an additional run of the cash flow model, but would be qualitative in nature 
and use charts, graphs and illustrations to make its points. 
 
Strategic Plan Next Steps 
 
Staff is seeking the board’s approval of cash flow scenario 2F so that the consulting team can 
proceed with the development of the draft strategic plan.  It is now anticipated that in February a 
draft Strategic Plan would be brought back to the Board for review and a final plan in March for 
adoption.  At that time, assuming the board approves the TTAC and Citizens Oversight 
Committee recommendations, it would include scenario 2F as the basis for distributing Measure 
funds.  It would include a discussion of the benefits and changes that could be made to the 
Strategic Plan in a future update as a result of a successful earmark campaign.   
 
The other components of the strategic plan, still under development, are recommendations on 
the operator of the North County interregional transit services, recommended changes to the 
operational arrangement for the South Coast\Coastal Express interregional transit service, a 
recommendation on the staffing resources at SBCAG for plan implementation, and a 
recommendation on project sponsors for the named projects in the program.   These were tasks 
to be completed by the PB team, however, a contract budget increase may be required in 
January to complete these tasks.  .   
 
In January, staff would initiate the development of the draft Measure A revenue estimates for FY 
2010/11 using scenario 2F, and begin sharing this draft estimate with TTAC so that cities, the 
county, and transit operators can begin incorporating their estimate into their respective budget 
processes.  The local agencies would also begin developing a “program of projects” (POP) that 
would be adopted by their policy bodies before being sent to SBCAG for adoption in May\June.  
Normally under Measure D, revenue estimates for the upcoming fiscal year would begin in 
February, but staff believes it is important to initiate the process in January using the adopted 
scenario, and not wait for the adoption of the strategic plan, because local agencies have 
expressed an eagerness to know their Measure A revenue estimate for the upcoming fiscal year 
under the new Measure A formulas since they are substantially different from the formulas used 



  

by Measure D.  And because the formulas are substantially different, it is likely it will take two 
months of work with TTAC to reach consensus on formula methodologies.  If we wait to start 
this process in February or March, we will behind schedule and impact local budget processes. 
 
Attachments:  
Attachment 1:  Funding & Schedule Summary for Scenario 2F 
Attachment 2:  Named Project Delivery – Scenario 2F  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Measure A Funding 
(YOE $s) Measure A Share

Measure A Sales Tax $1,403,419
North Programs

Local Street and Transportation Improvements - North $450,961
Specialized Transit for Elderly and Disabled $5,939
Safe Routes to School, Bicycle & Pedestrian Program $3,985
Carpool and Vanpool Program $2,671
Interregional Transit Program $33,137

North Projects

Future - 
Conceptual/ 
PSR/PA&ED

Future - PS&E + 
R/W Support Future - R/W Cap

Future - 
Construction Cap + 

CM
Hwy 101/Union Valley Parkway  Interchange Completed 2010 - 11 2010 - 2011 2012 - 13 $10,000
Hwy 101/Santa Maria River Bridge Completed Completed Completed 2011 - 13 $10,000
Highway 166 Safety Improvements 2011 - 12 2013 - 14 2013 - 14 2015 - 16 $3,134
Solvang  Circulation Improvements 2011 2011 - 14 2011 - 14 2015 - 16 $3,183
Hwy 101/135 Interchange 2029 2029 - 30 2029 - 30 2031 - 33 $18,399
Hwy 101/Betteravia Road Interchange 2027 - 29 2029 - 31 2029 - 31 2032 - 33 $3,809
Hwy 101/McCoy Lane Interchange 2028 - 29 2029 - 32 2029 - 32 2033 - 35 $19,710
Hwy 246 Passing Lanes - Phase I 2010 2010 - 13 2010 - 13 2013 - 15 $20,604
Hwy 246 Passing Lanes - Phase II 2010 2027 - 29 2027 - 29 2030 - 31 $0
Hwy 246 Santa Ynez River Bridge - Feas. Study - Phase I 2010 - 13 n\a n\a n\a $300
Hwy 246 Santa Ynez River Bridge - Phase II 2027 - 31 2032 - 34 2032 - 34 2035 - 37 $15,554
Buellton - Circulation Improvements n\a 2010 - 11 2010 - 11 2011 - 12 $3,024
Guadalupe -  Circulation Improvements 2011 - 12 2012 - 15 2012 - 15 2016 - 17 $3,270

North Programs and Projects Subtotal $607,680 43.3%
South Programs

Local Street and Transportation Improvements - South $358,554
Safe Routes to School Program $17,268
Bicycle and Pedestrian Program $17,268
Transit Operations Program $77,463
South Coast Transit Capital Program $36,060
Interregional Transit Program $38,924
Specialized Transit for Elderly and Disabled $8,013
Carpool and Vanpool Program $9,349
Commuter/Passenger Rail $33,389

South Projects

Future - 
Conceptual/ 
PSR/PA&ED

Future - PS&E + 
R/W Support Future - R/W Cap

Future - 
Construction Cap + 

CM
Goleta Overpass Improvements 2022 - 23 2024 - 25 2024 - 25 2027 - 28 $10,338
Carpinteria - Circulation Improvements 2011 - 12 2012 - 14 2012 - 14 2015 - 16 $1,054

South Programs and Projects Subtotal $607,680 43.3%
Hwy 101 HOV Widening

Project Phases

Future - 
Conceptual/ 
PSR/PA&ED

Future - PS&E + 
R/W Support Future - R/W Cap

Future - 
Construction Cap + 

CM
Hwy 101 HOV Widening - Phase 3 Linden/Casitas Interchanges 2008 - 10 2010 - 12 2011 - 13 2015 -19 $0
Hwy 101 HOV Widening - Phase 4 Segment 1 2010 - 2012 2012 - 14 2012 - 14 2017 - 21 $39,391
Hwy 101 HOV Widening - Phase 4 Segment 2 "       " 2013 - 15 2013 - 15 2019 - 22 $31,678
Hwy 101 HOV Widening - Phase 4 Segment 3 "       " 2014 - 16 2014 - 16 2021 - 24 $33,890
Hwy 101 HOV Widening - Phase 4 Segment 4 "       " 2020 - 22 2020 - 22 2023 - 26 $36,490
Hwy 101 HOV Widening - Phase 4 Segment 5 "       " 2021 - 23 2021 - 23 2025 - 28 $46,609

Hwy 101 Widening Subtotal $188,058 13.4%
Total, North and South Programs and Projects and Hwy 101 $1,403,419 100.0%

2010 - 40
2010 - 40
2010 - 40
2011 - 40

Implementation Period
2010 - 40

2010 - 40
2010 - 40

Call for projects 

Call for projects 
2010 - 40
2010 - 40

FUNDING & SCHEDULE SUMMARY OF MEASURE A STRATEGIC PLAN SCENARIO 2F: FY 2010 - 2040
(in Year of Expenditure Dollars, 000)

2010 - 40
2010 - 40

2010  -  40
Call for projects 
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Scenario 2F – Named Project Delivery


